We present simple output-sensitive algorithms that construct the convex hull of a set of n points in two or three dimensions in worst-case optimal O(n logh) time and O(n) space, where h denotes the number of vertices of the convex hull.
Figure 1: Wrapping a set of dn=me convex polygons of size m. hierarchies 9, 10] are the only data structures used in the three-dimensional case. Our idea is to speed up Jarvis's march and the gift-wrapping method by using a very simple grouping trick.
An Output-Sensitive Algorithm in Two Dimensions
Let P E 2 be a set of n 3 points. For simplicity, we assume that the points of P are in general position, i.e., no three points are collinear; see Section 4 for how to deal with degenerate point sets.
Recall that Jarvis's march 19, 23, 25] computes the h vertices of the convex hull one at a time, in counterclockwise (ccw) order, by a sequence of h wrapping steps: if p k?1 and p k are the previous two vertices computed, then the next vertex p k+1 is set to be the point p 2 P that maximizes the angle 6 p k?1 p k p with p 6 = p k . One wrapping step can obviously be done in O(n) time by scanning all n points; with an appropriate initialization the method constructs the entire convex hull in O(nh) time .
We observe that a wrapping step can be done faster if we preprocess the points. Choose a parameter m between 1 and n and partition P into dn=me groups each of size at most m. Compute the convex hull of each group in O(m log m) time by, say, Graham's scan 15]. This gives us dn=me possibly overlapping convex polygons each with at most m vertices, after a preprocessing time of O( n m (m log m)) = O(n log m). Now, a wrapping step can be done by scanning all dn=me polygons and computing tangents or supporting lines of the polygons through the current vertex p k , as shown in Figure 1 . Since tangent nding takes logarithmic time for a convex polygon by binary or Fibonacci search 5, 25] (the dual problem is to intersect a convex polygon with a ray), the time required for a wrapping step is then O( n m log m). As h wrapping steps are needed to compute the hull, the total time of the algorithm becomes O(n log m + h( n m log m)) = O(n(1 + h=m) log m).
The following is a pseudocode of the algorithm just described. The procedure stops with the list of hull vertices as soon as the value of H in the for-loop reaches or exceeds h. The number of iterations in the loop is dlog log he (using base-2 logarithms), and the t-th iteration takes O(n log H) = O(n2 t ) time. Therefore, the total running time of the algorithm is O( P dlog loghe t=1 n2 t ) = O(n2 dlog loghe+1 ) = O(n log h). The storage requirement is clearly linear.
An Output-Sensitive Algorithm in Three Dimensions
Let P E 3 be a set of n 4 points. Again we assume general position, i.e., no four points are coplanar (see Section 4). It su ces to construct the 2h ? 4 facets (triangular faces) of the convex hull; with the aid of a dictionary, we can easily produce the set of h vertices and 3h?6 edges together with their adjacency and order information in additional O(h log h) time.
The higher-dimensional analogue of Jarvis's march is Chand and Kapur's gift-wrapping method 3, 25, 26] , which computes the hull facets one at a time as follows: from a given facet f, we generate its three adjacent facets f j by performing a wrapping step about each of the three edges e j of f (j = 1; 2; 3). Here, a wrapping step about e j is to compute a point p j 2 P that maximizes the angle between f and conv(e j fp j g) with p j 6 2 e j . Since such a step can be done in O(n) time, we can nd the facets adjacent to f in O(n) time. Assuming an initial facet f 0 is given (which can be found in two wrapping steps), a breadth-rst or depth-rst search can then generate all facets of the convex hull. Using a dictionary to detect duplication, we can ensure that each facet is processed once. This implies that the algorithm performs 3(2h ? 4) wrapping steps and thus runs in O(nh) time.
We can use the same grouping idea from the previous section to improve the time complexity to optimal O(n log h) while maintaining linear space. The calls to Graham's scan (line 3 of Hull2D(P; m; H)) are now replaced by calls to Preparata and Hong's three-dimensional convex hull algorithm 24], which has the same complexity. To make line 8 work in E 3 , we need to calculate tangents or supporting planes of convex polyhedra through a given line (or, in dual space, intersect convex polyhedra with a ray). If we use the hierarchical representation of Dobkin and Kirkpatrick 9, 10] to store these polyhedra (which requires only linear-time preprocessing), then the tangents can be computed in logarithmic time each, as before. The analysis is thus identical to that of the two-dimensional algorithm. The pseudocode is as follows:
Algorithm Hull3D(P; m; H), where P E 3 ; 4 m n; and H 1 pick some f 2 Q and set Q Q ? ffg 8 .
let e j be the edges of f (j = 1; 2; 3)
9.
for j = 1; 2; 3 do 10.
for i = 1; : : :; dn=me do 11.
compute the point q i 2 P i that maximizes the angle between f and conv(e j fq i g) by searching the hierarchy of conv(P i )
12.
p j the point q from fq 1 ; : : :; q dn=me g that maximizes the angle between f and conv(e j fqg) (q 6 2 e j )
13.
f j conv(e j fp j g) 14 .
if f j 6 2 F then 15.
F F ff j g; Q Q ff j g
return incomplete
We can use a queue or a stack to implement Q and a dictionary to implement F. As there are only O(h) dictionary operations, they can be carried out in O(h log h) time. In fact, more clever implementations of the gift-wrapping method via a shelling order replace the need for dictionaries with just a priority queue.
As before, we choose the group size m = H and guess the value of h with a sequence of H's: Algorithm Hull3D(P), where P E 3 1. for t = 1; 2; : : : do In this section, we suggest ideas on possible improvements that may speed up our algorithms in practice; we also discuss how degenerate cases can be handled. Idea 1. First, points found to be in the interior of conv(P i ) in line 3 of Hull2D(P; m; H) or Hull3D(P; m; H) can be eliminated from further consideration. This may potentially save work during future iterations of the algorithm, although it does not a ect the worst-case complexity. Idea 2. In Hull2D(P) and Hull3D(P), we choose the group size m = H so as to balance the O(n log m) preprocessing cost and the O(H( n m log m)) cost for the O(H) wrapping steps. Alternatively, we can choose m = minfH log H; ng (or set H = m= log m). This choice of m does not a ect the former cost except in the lower-order terms, but it reduces the latter cost from O(n log H) to O(n) and thus results in a smaller constant factor overall. Idea 3. With Idea 2, the dominant cost of algorithm Hull2D(P; m; H) lies in the preprocessing, i.e., the computation of the convex hulls of the groups in line 3. To reduce this cost, we may consider reusing hulls computed from the previous iteration and merging them as the group size is increased. Idea 4. In Hull2D(P), we use the sequence of group sizes m = 2 2 t , t = 1; 2; : : :, to guess h. The improvements from Ideas 2 and 3 in fact permit us to choose slower growing sequences and still retain optimal O(n log h) complexity. For example, one possible sequence is simply m = 2 t , t = 2; 3; : : :, which corresponds to doubling the group size after each iteration. Note that a coarser sequence approximates h less well while a denser sequence requires more iterations. We may try to optimize the worst-case constant factor and lower-order terms using sequences with di erent growth rates.
We suggest the sequence m = 2 t 2 , t = 2; 3; : : : Idea 5. E. Welzl has observed that the binary search in line 8 of algorithm Hull2D(P; m; H) can be replaced by a simpler linear search without changing the time complexity of the algorithm. The following monotonicity property provides the justi cation: during the course of the algorithm, the variable q i in line 8 can only advance in the ccw direction along conv(P i ) for each xed i. As a result, the h-vertex convex hull of p convex polygons with a total of n vertices can be computed in O(n+hp) time by gift-wrapping; the two-polygon (p = 2) version of the algorithm is in fact the dual of an intersection algorithm by O'Rourke et al. 22] (see also 23, 25] ). The total cost of Hull2D(P; m; H) can then be reduced to O(n log m+H(n=m)) time, which is a log m factor saving in the second term.
Although the overall constant factor is una ected by the saving if Idea 2 is employed (as the rst term is the dominant one), the linear search is easier to implement. There does not seem to be an analogous simpli cation in three dimensions.
Degeneracies. In both algorithms Hull2D(P; m; H) and Hull3D(P; m; H), we have assumed that the points of P are in general position. One way to cope with degenerate point sets is to apply general perturbation methods such as 12, 14] ; however, these methods may cause the output size h to increase, as a point that is not a hull vertex but lies on the hull boundary may become a vertex after perturbation. Thus, it is better to handle the degenerate cases directly. For algorithm Hull2D(P; m; H), this is not di cult to do: when there is more than one point q that maximizes the angle 6 p k?1 p k q in line 9, pick the point q that is farthest from p k ; use the same rule to break ties in line 8.
For algorithm Hull3D(P; m; H), we can do the following: In line 8, let e j = a j b j with a j and b j oriented in ccw order around f. When there is more than one point q that maximizes the angle between f and conv(e j fqg) in line 12, pick the point q that maximizes the angle 6 b j a j q; and if there is still more than one q that achieves the maximum, pick the one farthest from a j . Use the same rule to break ties in line 11. For degenerate point set, it is easier to keep track of edges rather than facets, since facets can be convex polygons rather than triangles. So, make F and Q sets of edges instead, and in line 15, add the oriented edges ?! b j a j and ?! a j q to F and Q. Although we may not have a complete description of the facet incident to these two edges, we know the equation of the plane containing the facet; this equation is su cient to perform wrapping about these edges.
Extensions
We have presented new optimal output-sensitive convex hull algorithms in E 2 and E 3 . The algorithms are simpler than previous O(n log h) algorithms, particularly in the three-dimensional case, and the constant factors behind the big-Oh are likely to be smaller than those of the previous algorithms (in the worst case).
Besides its simplicity, our approach has the advantage that it is applicable to a variety of other problems. As an illustration, consider the problem of computing the lower envelope L(S) of a set S of n line segments in the plane, which we de ne as the boundary of S s2Sŝ whereŝ denotes the unbounded trapezoid conv(s f(0; +1)g) for a given segment s. (Convex hulls correspond to lower envelopes of lines in the dual.) Let h be the output size, i.e., the number of edges in the envelope; it is known that h is at most O(n (n)) 16]. Hershberger 17] has given a worst-case optimal algorithm that computes lower envelopes in O(n log n) time. We now describe how his algorithm can be made output-sensitive with our technique.
First, observe that we can trace the h edges in L(S) from left to right by performing h ray shooting operations, where a ray shooting operation is: given a ray emanating from a point on or beneath L(S), nd the rst trapezoidŝ (s 2 S) that crosses. As such an operation can be done in O(n) time, this gives us a na ve O(nh) method, like Jarvis's march. To improve the running time, partition S into dn=me groups each of at most m segments and compute the lower envelope of each group by Hershberger's algorithm; this takes O(n log m) time in total. Using known data structures such as 6, 18], we can perform ray shooting under each of these dn=me envelopes in O(log m) time after O(m (m)) preprocessing (the ray shooting methods can be simpli ed in our case since envelopes are monotone). This implies that the h ray shooting operations on L(S) can be done in O(h( n m log m)) time. Choosing an appropriate group size m and guessing the output size h give us an optimal output-sensitive O(n log h) algorithm for computing the lower envelope.
Other applications of our technique can be found in 1], including the output-sensitive construction of higher-dimensional convex hulls and k-levels. In many cases, our grouping idea, combined with appropriate data structures, can be used to obtain optimal O(n log h) algorithms if the output size h is su ciently small, i.e., if h = o(n ) for a suitable constant .
